
I WAS BORN and raised in Cincinnati, Ohio, and vodka has been my go-to liquor for
most of my adult life. Just add a slice of lemon, club soda, two cubes of ice.

So, when a bottle of Terra Botanical Gin, distilled in Bloomington, Ind., arrived at my
Manhattan apartment on a blistering Friday afternoon, it didn’t seem like an entirely
foreign entity. Brisk, clear liquor, Midwestern city. Indeed, this Hoosier spirit with its
hunter-green label that looked as if it were modeled on a merit badge transported me
back to two periods of my life.

Memory one: On the small farm on the border of Ohio and Indiana where my father
grew up, the white farmhouse with its tiny windmill and two-car garage sat safely on the
Ohio side. On visits, my grandmother would tell me—it always seemed like a warning—
that somewhere beyond the barn and before the cornfield loomed the invisible Indiana
state line. I used to spend lonely afternoons traversing the land between barn and
cornfield, concentrating with each step on the moment I might cross. I’d also imagine
being chased by Ohio police and just making it over the border and out of their
jurisdiction.

Later, as a preteen, I’d attend barbecues at the house of Indiana cousins just beyond that
cornfield. Those male cousins were so much bigger and blonder than I was (the fey,
emaciated brat from suburban Cincinnati); they wore tight red-and-white Indiana
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MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE

Can You Capture Nostalgia in a Bottle
of Gin?
We sent novelist Christopher Bollen a bottle of Terra Botanical Gin from Indiana’s Cardinal
Spirits. It took him places he hasn’t been in a long time
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University sweatshirts, while I doomed myself to alienation by wearing a Wimbledon
one. It was at one of those barbecues that I downed my first alcoholic drink, a beer
pilfered from the cooler, and at another that I first shot a gun (a semi-automatic pistol,
into a stop sign). Indiana was beautiful and rural and it always felt on the verge of
beating me up.

Memory two: Before vodka, my alcohol of choice was gin. There was no real logic to the
allegiance except for the fact I’d decorated my teenage bedroom with ripped-out
magazine ads for a certain bejeweled gin brand. At 17, at 18, even at 20, a gin and tonic
sounded distinguished, refined, very grown up. I liked the look of the clear, fizzy liquids
in a glass along with the floating corpse of a lime rind.

I remember being told by wise elders in their early twenties to be careful with gin. It
made people mean; it caused some to sit slumped at bar counters at 11 a.m.; too much of
it re-sculpted pretty faces into gourds. Truthfully, at that age, I don’t think I could even
distinguish the taste of gin beyond a stinging tartness. Gin was intoxication fuel. It was
liquid with a purpose: to make me stumble and laugh and dance and feel horrible the
next day. The flavor was not the point.

I’d noted right away that this bottle of Terra Botanical Gin had “nostalgia” printed on its
back label. It had done as it promised. The very sight of Indiana gin had zoomed me into
multiple memory wormholes. On closer inspection, however, I saw that the label
actually read “nostalgia for nature.” Then I spotted other phrases: “wilderness in a
bottle,” “woodsy state parks, secret streams, treasured hiking trails.” Terra was offering
something other than the glamorous, exotic image that had sold me on gin in my youth,
and it was after a different kind of nostalgia: the collective longing for camping in tents
and climbing through mountain vistas and scaring deer while slapping mosquitoes.

Terra is the brainchild of Adam Quirk, co-founder of Cardinal Spirits, and New York-
based master spice blender Lior Lev Sercarz. In the attempt to conjure a return to
nature, Mr. Sercarz created a blend of flavors that includes a wild mint grown in his
father’s olive grove in Galilee and Indonesian cubeb berries. I admit none of these
ingredients scream Deep Forest of My Youth to me, but I also understand the peculiar
manner in which sense memory operates. For example, the smell rising from New York
subway tracks on a humid morning takes me back to the summer of 1999, when I lived in
Venice, Italy. I could happily miss a train to keep breathing that dank, dying-rat odor
and reminisce about my morning walks over the Grand Canal.

I opened the bottle of Terra and set a glass on the kitchen counter. But, hold on; the
Upper West Side was not the ideal laboratory for testing an alcohol meant to propel me
into the woods of yore. No, I would take Terra into the woods to determine whether it
managed to bottle nature. Luckily, I own a 1923 hunting cabin deep in the Berkshire
Mountains. So I packed the Terra in my bag, herded my Australian boyfriend and his
visiting-from-Brisbane sister into the car, and drove for three hours into the forest.

We arrived at night, and I went around opening the windows and picking up a week’s
worth of dead mice. The Australian boyfriend built a fire and put on an album of sitar
music by Ravi Shankar that he had just purchased in Los Angeles. I set three red-glass
Murano tumblers on the Amish dining table and poured out three shots of Terra Gin.

“OK,” I said handing the Australians their glasses. “It’s meant to conjure the wilderness.”

“Smells like mouthwash,” the sister exclaimed.

I sniffed my glass. “That’s because of the wild zuta from Galilee.” One press release and I
was suddenly an expert on Israeli mint.

The Australian boyfriend ran to the kitchen. “I’ll get tonic water and lemon! Maybe we
have juice.”

“No,” I wheezed. “We’re supposed to be judging how it unlocks our childhood memories
of the outdoors. You know, camping.” But then I realized that these Australians were
from the Gold Coast, which means they basically grew up inside a commercial for boogie



boards. They had no pre-adolescent reference points for the nostalgia of shining
flashlights on raccoons or fighting through the sticky branches of evergreens with your
sleeping bag tied to your backpack.

I closed my eyes and tasted the Terra. I got the sting and some flavors, soft delicious
flavors, but I couldn’t recognize them due to distraction. The sitar music was too loud,
the Australians were chatting away. I submitted to the lemon wedge and tonic. “The
quinine in tonic water gives our stepmother bruises,” the Australians said. “But wasn’t it
a cure for malaria and that’s why they call it tonic? Oh, the record needs to be flipped.”

Later, when the Australians were asleep and the fire quieted to embers, I filled a glass
with gin. I sat by an open window, the pines and hemlocks were swaying in the wind and
the coyotes were calling to each other in the blackness of the mountains. I sipped. There
was the familiar burn on the tip of the tongue, a sort of antiseptic snakebite. Then my
gums started to tingle, and in the reverse direction, from the back of my mouth to the
front came the fresh taste of mint, strong as any I’d picked from a garden, riding on a
playful, sweet citrus.

And yes it was woodsy, and it flowed like a stream, and suddenly I was back in the woods
that surrounded my house in Cincinnati. I used to run the trails, jumping over downed
trees, swinging from ropes tied to branches. No one was chasing me and there was
nothing ahead, not even a border. I took another sip and sprinted through the maples
and oaks. I stayed up a little while longer. Since my father died I haven’t been back to
Indiana. My mother sold our house in Cincinnati. I always say I miss that house. But
what I really miss are those woods.

—Mr. Bollen’s latest novel, “The Destroyers,” was published last month by Harper.
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